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2018 - the Best IEA Open so far?
This was the comment that I kept hearing, during and after our recent flagship event! A huge thank
you, and congratulations, goes out to all the artists taking part in this year’s Open Exhibition - both
the successful ones and those who were unsuccessful on this occasion. If you are in the latter
category, please try again, and submit next year! It may be that you only just failed to have your work
accepted for hanging, so please do not lose heart! We did see a great deal of good work submitted.
The success of this year’s exhibition also extended to the sales, with 14 works sold during the show - a
big increase on last year’s figure, and with some quite high ticket prices. The quality of the work shown
was without doubt a contributory factor in this success.
Many people felt that the 2018 Exhibition was enhanced by some very exciting, more contemporary work,
and we thank our submitting artists for their bravery in tackling new and challenging subject matter or
techniques. Keep up the good work!
For those interested in statistics, we had a total of 271 submissions for this year’s Open. 222 of these were
from 103 artists - either non-members or Provisional; Associate and Full Members submitted 49 paintings.
94 paintings were eventually selected to be hung in the exhibition, 39 of which were by non-members.

Left, a couple of photos from the
busy Private View evening, with
President Bob Brandt giving his
welcome speech in the second
shot.

Above, these two striking
paintings by Mark Ward received
a great deal of attention..



Above: a new exhibitor at this year’ Open was India Durban, shown here at the Private View with
the stunning portrait that she submitted. I was lucky enough to be in the gallery a few days later, when
her young model walked in, and so I was able to ask her to pose in front of her portrait! (I used different
cameras for these shots, hence the colour variation). Interestingly, this painting sold during the
exhibition, not to the family of the model, but to a couple who happened to be visiting the exhibition.

Above left, Adrian Hill
announces the prizes,
watched on by Michael
and Teresa Hill.

Above, Gallery Assistant
Jade Borwick meets up
again with her
predecessor, Sonia.

Many thanks to Jade for all
her help in the running of
the exhibition!



Left: Just one little part of the
organisation of the IEA Open
Exhibition; several Council
Members, together with two
invited Guest Judges, gather at
The Gallery on a Sunday
morning to make the final
selection of paintings for the
exhibition. Many thanks to
Charles Bingham-Newland and
Colin Rawlings for giving up their
Sunday morning to help us, and
yet again to Adrian Hill and his
tireless staff for all their hard
work!

The Private View evening was a busy one. Not only is it an
opportunity for our artists’ clients to come and view new work,
but also of course, it is a wonderful social occasion, and a chance
for friends to meet up again. Above left, Derek Blois chats to Jim
Power, while, above right, old friends Ruth McCabe (left) and
Mari French pose for the camera. Below right, President Bob
Brandt talks to television artist-presenters June and Alwyn
Crawshaw. Below left, it was lovely to see Rosemary Carruthers
demonstrating in The Gallery during the exhibition, following a
few years of very nasty health problems.



Jane Hodgson, IEA Events Manager writes:

In 2019 the IEA will again be organising a series of one-day, and possibly two-day, ‘official
events’ for those who want to engage in painting workshops.

Details have yet to be finalised but early in the new year please look on the IEA website, under the
heading “Events”, for further details.

Workshops being developed include: a possible repeat of the ‘Paint with Munnings’ location
workshop, a still-life demonstration and workshop, an acrylics demonstration and workshop, and
(an exciting new departure) a workshop on preparing life-figure sketches, drawings and paintings
and developing these into semi-abstract designs. All these events will be run by experienced and
well-regarded tutors and will be reasonably priced – with small discounts for members of the IEA
Friends Group.

Jane also sends us some personal news:

Among the many pictures at the ROI in the Mall Galleries, London, starting on 27th November to 9
December, is one by myself.
I”m really, really pleased to have had a work accepted for the sixth year running.

“Shaun and Charles Unloading the Boat”.

At the same time, Jane is holding an exhibition entitled “Out There”, at the Pinkfoot Gallery, in
Cley Next-the-Sea, which runs from 17th November to the 30th. Here are a few more paintings on
show there. Further information and images can be seen on Pinkfoot Gallery’s website.



Other News

Brian Ryder, our former IEA President, writes:

" At present it has been and will be in the run up to the end of the year a busy time for me, following
on from the IEA exhibition and culminating with the ROI exhibition in London which also consists of
a Council and General meeting in London.

I take this time at the easel working through older paintings and either attempting to finish them...adjust
them....painting over them or consigning them to the bin. This time of the year is also reflection time,
looking at the problems in my work over the year, but most of all planning for 2019.

If I feel really adventurous I will do preliminary paintings based upon my new ideas .....if I am lucky
something positive will come from it. My biggest and most frustrating problem is, I come up with some
ideas which I prefer and eclipse the
five paintings which I deliberated long
and hard over and which I put into the
London exhibition. I have done this
over the past 5 years now and it never
gets any easier. I therefore now have
a few paintings I wish I had done
earlier and included in The Mall
Galleries.

That’s life.....that’s the frustrating part
of being a painter, doing what I do.
Watch this space and see what
transpires.

Right, a painting...Campo Nuova, S.
Stefano, Venice. Updated recently
from a painting in April.......I will
probably do this again".

Brian Ryder. ROI. FIEA.

Brian is on Instagram as
#brianryderpainter

Images: Jane Hodgson



Brian was one of many IEA Members who did painting
demonstrations during this year’s exhibition. On the
right is Brian’s piece from the first Sunday, when Bob
Bradt was also present, painting rapid portraits for
visitors. Brian says that he may overpaint this pictutre!

Below are two other recent paintings by Brian: Campo
Santo Stefano, Venice, which was one of his two works
hanging in the exhibition, and Malham Cove, Yorkshire.



IEA Council Member, and future President Derek Blois, sent in this image, entitled “Night
Vulcan”. Derek is an Associate of the Guild of Aviation Artists

“This is one of my most successful paintings to date, writes Derek. I could have sold the original six
times over!
Prints are now being sold in the Vulcan Air Museum. This has led to four further commissions; and
all of this achieved through social media…”

Member Geoff Goddard sent in this
photo of his present work “Amalgam 5”,
produced in oil, silver and gold leaf on
board.
You may recall that Geoff won the
Picturecraft Gallery Award for best
painting in the 2018 IEA Open, as chosen
by Michael and Teresa Hill, for a previous
jewel-like portrait.

Congratulations Geoff!



Michele Ashby writes:
I have two pieces that have been preselected for the Pastel Society at the Mall Galleries, London.
I will find out if they've made selection on January 11th.

'Are you there?' and 'Modern man'

I have two from my 'Little ballerinas' series in the Winter exhibition at the Russell Gallery, Putney,
London: 'Corps de ballet' and 'Twirling tutus'.

Two more from my 'Little ballerinas' series have been selected to
exhibit at Christmas Present, Burgh House's Winter exhibition
Hampstead, London: 'Shine on little one' and 'Entrée of the pas de
trois'

My painting 'Jamel' (right) which exhibited at the Pastel Society of
America's Enduring Brilliance New York City, and won the
Chartpac Inc. Mussoni award 'for distinctive accomplishment in
pastel', has been chosen amongst 32 to travel on to the Butler
Museum of American Art in Ohio from December to February
2019.

Congratulations Michele!



Our congratulations also to John Glover, who writes:

Earlier this year, I was elected “Professional Artist of the Year” by the Society for All Artists. I was
also selected by them  as “Best Professional Portrait or Figure Artist” for my “Self Portrait.”

Over and above that , my painting “Fading Memories” ( A portrait of my mother in law) was chosen
as the most Popular Painting in the Cambridge Drawing Society Annual Exhibition. ( There were
over 350 exhibits on display.) See below right.

Many thanks to new Provisional Member
Ruth McCabe,
For writing this fascinating piece:

I’m only a Provisional IEA member, and newly
on board at that. I’ve written this piece in
relation to one of the new oils that were
selected for the October selected show. I’m
offering it in part as a response (constructive
I hope) to a comment made to me in the
gallery. The piece begins with such mystified
remarks and attempts to reveal what happens
for me as I make an abstract painting. The
image shown here relates to the text. 

(Continued on next page-)



‘Necessary aimlessness’ - some thoughts on abstract painting.

I can't estimate how often and how many people have looked at my somewhat abstract paintings and
(very politely) commented along the lines of…”but I don’t know what its about”, or “I’m not sure how I
should be looking at it”.

It makes me wonder…

I rarely say more than ‘is there some aspect of the piece that you enjoy perhaps?’, thinking that the
colour palette or the painting’s light or dark might strike a chord.

I’d love to hear more.

When I look at abstract pieces made by other artists, I respond to what I’d call their energy. And that
may be a result of the nature of the marks they’ve made and the colour composition.

But this piece isn’t at all a ‘How to look at abstract art’.

I can however, share words written by more articulate writers than myself:

Jeanette Winterson in ‘Land’, on the general subject of ‘art’, offers….

“A lot of art is made while wandering about, either in your mind or on foot. It’s a necessary
aimlessness….. the antithesis of goal-oriented… how-to manuals and inspirational talks. It isn’t
organised…… (it) slows us down because we have to stop and spend time with it, not glancing or
skimming… not looking for diversion.”

I like that. Necessary aimlessness. It describes fairly well how I feel before beginning a painting. I may
have visited a site, maybe quite a few times in fact, and sketched there, noticing what it is about the
place that particularly draws (!) me. I might also have a relationship to that place…I feel at home for
instance, pottering about in the clutter and mess of boat yards. I may know something important (to me)
about it: the threatened status of our coastal saltmarsh habitats.

Back in the studio, all of the above, will be shifting around in my mind. The sketches, may or may not
provide a beginning, but what happens next is something I don’t seek to precisely control. A customer
recently said to me that when writing, she needs her conscious mind to get out of the way. As soon as I
begin to think about paper or wood, oil or watercolour, brush or palette knife, I am responding to some
element of the subject that has impressed itself upon me.

My recent oils on board (“Black tar and rust’) for instance, are very dark, a joyful expression of my love
of the old black huts at Southwold Harbour. Balanced with rusty reds and strong bright blues and
ochres, the paintings convey, I hope, something of my joy in that messy and busy place.

Overall the on-going process is one of standing back, looking until I can see what works for my eye and
what doesn’t, and what I want to change and how. And so it goes, slowly discovering the composition
bit by bit, until it really is saying… yes: thats the place, the feeling, the light, the energy.

Jacky Bowring in ‘Melancholy and the landscape’ says:

‘Abstract art…. provides a challenge for the viewer to look within themselves for a reaction’. And
quoting from Magritte: (people), because they don’t understand what they are supposed to think when
they confront the painting…. (wanting) something secure to hang onto… to be comfortable, …. (they)
hunt around for a meaning to get themselves out of (the) quandary, and save themselves from the void’
(of not ‘knowing’).

Remember, none of this is a claim about ‘the right way’ to look at abstract art. Its just an attempt to take
a tour around some of what, for me, goes into making an abstract piece.



Special Feature: Liz Balkwill PS, IEA
Liz was born into an army family, which meant living in many
different places from a very young age, and going to boarding
school from the age of nine. Before going to Art School, she
was living in Cyprus, and worked for two years for the British
Forces Broadcasting Service there.

Having decided to begin an art education, she spent a year in
Bristol doing a Foundation Course. Following this, she moved
to Norwich, whose smaller size she found more appealing, to
enrol on the Graphic Design and Illustration course in 1977.
But she admits to spending some of her time at the Art School
observing what was happening in the Fine Art Department,
and stretching canvases to paint on!
To the annoyance of her tutors, Liz became engaged to marry
while in her first year, although she was not actually married
until just after graduating, in July 1980.

Liz's new husband was an army major, and thus she came to be living in Hong Kong in the early
1980s. However, widowed when aged just 28, and with a 6 month-old daughter to care for, she
returned to Norwich, where her family also came to live; Liz has lived and worked in this area ever
since.

Liz had the good fortune to meet the portrait painter Gareth Hawker at Wensum Lodge, and he
became a lifelong friend and mentor. Gareth even employed Liz briefly, to save him time by painting
a duplicate of one of his commissioned portraits, which he would add the finishing touches to.

Gareth encouraged Liz with her own portrait painting, in which she began to experience some
success; one notable commission she worked on was a group portrait of the High Sheriff of
Bedfordshire, together with the Lord Lieutenant of the County and other high officials.

Later, Liz also started working on still life paintings, having concluded that it would be good to have
work that she could sell in galleries, to supplement her erratic income from portraiture. For around
14 years, she also taught oil painting with Norfolk's Adult Education Department. Liz works in both
oils and pastels, and is a full member of the Pastel Society. She is also a member of the Guild of
Norwich Painters.

In early 2013, Liz’s life was disrupted by a catastrophic fire, at
the thatched cottage where she lives with her husband Chris.
She heaps lavish praise on their builders, who helped make
her studio habitable within 4 weeks of the blaze, while she and
Chris lived in the loft space above their garage for around two
years! At the time of the fire, Liz was working on a group
portrait of the 4 daughters of a North Norfolk farmer;
fortuitously, this painting survived the fire, and she was able to
complete it and hand it over.

An interesting development in recent years has been the
possibility of sometimes joining husband Chris on his working
trips to Swaziland, where she has enjoyed painting plein-air,
and seeing exciting new subject-matter in a different climate.
Having moved back in to the restored cottage, Liz now
continues painting, teaching privately, holding demonstrations,
and running workshops for numerous art groups.



Liz has won numerous prizes at the exhibitions
of the ROI, the Pastel Society, SAA, and other
societies showing at the Mall Galleries, and
shows with Mandells Gallery, Norwich, the
Westcliffe Gallery, Sheringham, Thompsons
Gallery, Aldeburgh, Saffron Walden Gallery,
and Peter Barker Fine Art, Uppingham.



Honorary members (2)
Lillias August
Andrew King

Fellows (1)
Brian Ryder

Full Members (22)
Liz Balkwill
Derek Blois
Bob Brandt
Rosemary Carruthers
Alwyn Crawshaw
Andrew Dibben
Robert Gillmor
Mita Higton
Steve Higton
Jane Hodgson
Ian McManus
Godfrey Sayers

Mo Teeuw
John Tookey
John Patchett
Kimberley Walker
Graham Webber
Hilary Carter
Margaret Glass
Eddie Goodridge
Mari French
Janice Gordon

Associate Members (8)
Emma Kate Hulett
Sally Temple
John Glover
Mary Thatcher
Wayne Ford
Lucy Pegg
Jim Power
Suzanne Lawrence

Provisional Members (13)
Graham Lamb
Sue Wilmer
Pauline Plummer
Julia Bristow (Thompson)
Geoff Goddard
Ruth McCabe
Richard Woodfield
Les Williams
June Crawshaw
Michele Ashby
Chris Giles
Pauline Sexton
John Wells

Latest Members List
Just prior to the Private View of the Open Exhibition, the Council decided on several promotions and
new memberships. The new list of all members of the IEA is shown below. Warmest congratulations
to all our new members on joining the Institute!

Eddie Goodridge has begun work on
a huge mural in Swaffham Methodist
Church. Here is a photo of him priming the
wall, which is 40 feet wide, and 10 feet
high. Good luck Eddie, and we look forward
to seeing the finished product!

Wayne Ford has been showing his excellent
watercolours at the Studio Gallery, Acle, for some time,
and enjoyed a good number of sales. Here is his latest
work to go on show there, entitled “Evening Glow”.

Stories, News Items and Articles
We welcome news items and articles for the Newsletter. If you have any stories which could be
included in future editions, please forward them via Mark at info@eastanglianartists.com


